FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ’S)

Q. Can medication be bought through the commissary system?
A. Yes, many over the counter medications are available for purchase through the commissary system.

Q. If an inmate is admitted to the hospital while incarcerated are they allowed visits?
A. No, visiting privileges will not be authorized unless approved by the Warden, and the visit is due to critical or possible fatal issues. While in a hospital you are considered to be in the custody of the BCCF.

NOTE: No inmate shall be denied access to medical or dental services on the basis of ability to pay.

Q. Can I bring clothes in for the inmate during visits?
A. No, only “Court Clothes” are permitted to be brought in for inmates and it is the inmate’s responsibility to properly request these items on a property request slip prior to them being brought in for approval. (Court Clothes) are only permitted when they are going to court to select a jury or jury trial.

Q. Can you give an inmate a message?
A. With our large population of inmates this is unfortunately impossible; however, we encourage you to keep in touch by visiting or writing the inmate.